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SHORT SUMMARY
While social segregation is often assessed using static data concerning residential areas, the extent
to which people with diverse background travel to the same destinations may offer an additional
perspective on the extent of urban segregation. This study further contributes to the measurement
of activity-based social segregation between multiple groups using public transport smart card
data. In particular, social segregation is measured using the ordinal information theory index
to measure the income group mix at public transport journey destination zones. The method is
applied to the public transport smart card data of Stockholm County, Sweden. Applying the index
on 2017-2020 smart card data sets for a selected week, shows significant differences between
income groups’ segregation along the radial public transport corridors. The overall slight decrease
in income segregation over the years can be linked to declining segregation in the city center
as a travel destination and its public transport hubs. Increasing zonal segregation is observed
in suburban and rural zones with commuter train stations. This method helps to quantify social
segregation, enriching the analysis of urban segregation and can aid in evaluating policies based
on the dynamics of social life.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Social segregation often leads to disparities in essential living conditions (Leonard, 1987; AcevedoGarcia & Lochner, 2003; Marques, 2012). Spatial segregation of social groups is conventionally
measured using segregation indices applied mostly on residential socioeconomic data (Bischoff &
Reardon, 2014), i.e. static data of one social space. While static data such as income, education
and housing as well as spatial distance between groups are key drivers of segregation (Tan, Chai,
& Chen, 2019; United Nations, 2020), considering only these offers a limited view. Given the societal relevance of social segregation, it is necessary to go beyond static measures to better reflect
the extent to which different people from different backgrounds are likely to encounter each other.
Recent studies utilize mobility data to measure activity-based segregation (Farber, O’Kelly, Miller,
& Neutens, 2015). Often, self-reported travel diary data is used to measure activity-based segregation which can involve accuracy, privacy, and availability issues, as well as incomplete data
sets (Bagchi & White, 2005; Pelletier, Trépanier, & Morency, 2011). In addition, it can require
immense efforts and high costs to obtain sufficient data sets. Conversely, public transport travel
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data offer valuable mobility traces to measure activity-based segregation. In particular, passively
collecting smart card data offer unprecedented large data sets of real transactions, thus observed
mobility traces (Utsunomiya, Attanucci, & Wilson, 2006). Insofar, only Abbasi et al. (2021)
measure multiple group’s social segregation using public transport smart card data (Abbasi, Ko,
& Min, 2021). Based on the fare reduction for children, seniors and passengers with disabilities
stored on the smart cards, they were able to extract social characteristics to form social groups.
For many transport authorities and countries, this kind of personal information is not available or
extracting it would raise data privacy concerns. As a result, social information often cannot be
retrieved directly from smart cards. Even richly equipped smart cards usually do not contain the
desired socio-economic information.
A method connecting social and mobility data would allow for quantifying the activity-based social segregation and also to empirically measure the impacts of different interventions and policies.
Limited access to transportation results in lesser access to essential amenities and opportunities
to participate both socially and economically (Lucas, 2011). Transport disadvantage is strongly
correlated to social exclusion as found by studies such as (Church, Frost, & Sullivan, 2000). Public transport can potentiality reduce activity-based segregation by offering an affordable mean of
transport.
This study aims to answer how multi-group activity-based social segregation could be measured
using large-scale disaggregated mobility data such as public transport smart card data. Connecting
social information to public transport user’s mobility patterns would enable measuring activitybased segregation and therewith facilitate ex-post transport appraisal from a social segregation
perspective.

2.

METHODOLOGY

We develop a method to measure activity-based social segregation by enriching mobility data
in such a way that it connects to travelers’ social characteristics. General requirements regarding
mobility data as well as socioeconomic data sets for segregation studies with disaggregate mobility
data are formulated. Next, socioeconomic residential data is linked to each disaggregate element of
the large-scale mobility data. Lastly, multi-group segregation measures are applied to the enriched
disaggregated mobility data. This sequence of steps (shown in Figure 1) constitutes a method for
measuring social segregation using large-scale disaggregate mobility data and socioeconomic data.
Residential socioeconomic data and its abstracted groups are connected to observed disaggregated
mobility data by using the same spatial units, e.g. statistical census zones. Once the socioeconomic
data is assigned to the mobility data via the inferred travelers’ home zones (see (Kholodov et al.,
2021)), different segregation measures can be applied.
As many relevant segregation variables pertain to ordinal social groups, the ”ordinal information
theory index” is used (Reardon, 2009). The ordinal information theory index measures segregation
as the ratio of between-category variation to total variation. As a result, travelers’ experienced
segregation at the journey destination zone, assessed by the segregation measure, depends on their
home zone’s social status - the category travellers are assigned to.
The following notations are introduced to calculate the ordinal information theory index given in
Equation 1. The index is based on the ordinal variation function v shown in Equation 2 which
relies on the distribution function f presented in Equation 3.
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Figure 1: Framework for measuring social segregation by connecting mobility data
to socioeconomic data: The first row illustrates the steps in the methodology and the
second row marks the requirements for each step.
• k: Ordered categories (social groups)
• m: Unordered categories (neighborhoods, zones)
• tm : Total population in m
• T : Total Population
• cm : [K − 1] Tuple of cumulative population distribution in m
• v: ordinal variation
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∑
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(2)

f (c) = −[clog2 (c) + (1 − c)log2 (1 − c)]

(3)

The ratio of [K − 1] ordinal classes is multiplied with the sum of K − 1 values of f , the distribution
function defined in Equation 3. The closer vm is to 1 the less homogeneity there is in the unordered
group m. Therefore, 1 represents the maximum social segregation. Contrarily, vm =0 indicates the
maximum amount of homogeneity in m, thus no segregation.
By tracking the mobility of users over time and comparing similar time spans, it is possible to
measure the evolution of segregation. Since the index allows to calculate contributions to the
segregation index at the zonal level, the evolution of segregation can be measured even for a single
zone. This allows observing a zone’s social mix of travelers over time.
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3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Case study description
The steps outlined in section 2 are applied on the multi-modal public transport system of Stockholm County, Sweden which is home to 2.4 million inhabitants. Segregation in Stockholm is
mostly connected to findings on residents’ ethnics and income (Andersson & Kährik, 2015). To
determine social groups, each so-called DeSo (Demographic statistics areas) zone is assigned to
one of four income quantiles. The median of the distribution of income per 20+ years old inhabitant per zone is used from the 2017 Swedish income and tax register (SCB, 2017).
The segregation index is measured at the destination of journeys. For week 5 (27-01 till 03-02)
in 2020, 8.45 million journeys including a destination stop area and an inferred home zone are
obtained. Similar journey data sets are derived for the corresponding weeks in 2017, 2018 and
2019. To connect the residential-based social data to public transport smart card data, the income
groups are assigned to the journeys’ home zones. Once the social information is connected to every
smart card transaction via card IDs, the smart card data set is enriched to apply a destination-based
measurement of the social mixture.

Results
The social segregation index score for each day of the week in 2017 averages 0.1923. Compared
to 2017, the average segregation drops by 2.4% to 0.1877 in 2018 and by 3.3% to 0.1856 in 2019.
In 2020, the segregation level averages 0.1888, up slightly from 2019 and 2018 but still 1.8%
lower than in 2017. This implies that segregation levels were the lowest in 2019. Looking at 2020
the index displays lower levels than 2017 but higher segregation than in 2019 and for Monday to
Thursday in 2018.
Figure 2 illustrates that people mix to a similar extent on Monday to Thursday. Conversely, the
lowest segregation is observed on Fridays and Saturdays. These can be related to the combination
of work, leisure, and shopping activities. On Sundays, travelers mix less and experience more
segregation as the index is higher than on other days. Sundays are considered as rest days with the
least working activity which leads inhabitants to stay more within their home zone. These findings
match other activity-based conclusions, such as that work-related activities reduce segregation
(Ellis, Wright, & Parks, 2004).
Figure 3 and Figure 4 display the weighted and "absolute" segregation contribution of each zone
in 2017, respectively. The absolute contribution is the result of the differences between the total
ordinal variation and the zone-specific variation v − vm . The weighted value corresponds to each
zone’s contribution to the segregation index calculated by the absolute contribution in relation to
the population affected, i.e. Ttmv (v − vm ). In other words, the absolute value expresses the contribution before being set into relation with the number of passengers affected, while the weighted value
accounts for the number of passengers affected compared to the overall amount of passengers.
As can be seen, the weighted segregation contribution is highest in central zones and suburban
centers. What stands out, is the general pattern of zones with both high absolute and weighted
contributions to the segregation index, which indicates that many passengers experience segregation at these destinations. For 2017, outskirt neighborhoods have high absolute and weighted
contributions to the segregation index. Contribution to the segregation index mostly comes from
the load of passengers in the city and suburban centers.
By taking differences of weighted segregation contributions between years, it can be seen whether
a specific zone contributed to a decline or rise of the segregation index. For each zone and day of
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Figure 2: Segregation throughout week 5: Segregation index ranges from 0 to 1 with
1 indicating no income group mixing in a destination zone and therefore maximum
segregation and 0 indicating equally distributed income groups over all destination
zones, thus no segregation

Figure 3: Weighted segregation contribution 2017: each DeSo zone’s arriving PT
passenger mix contribution to the weighted segregation index level
the week, the difference is calculated by taking the more recent year’s contribution and subtracting
the 2017 contribution. Then, the average of differences is determined per zone over all days of the
week. Thereby, the evolution of segregation can be assessed at the zonal level. A negative difference indicates thus a decline in segregation. Contrarily, a positive difference shows an increase in
contribution to segregation.
By the setup of this case study, changes in segregation levels are related to a more diverse use of
the PT system and to the population affected. Lower experienced segregation levels of passengers
traveling to the city center outweigh the higher suburban and rural segregation experiences, due to
the higher number of passengers affected in central areas.
The dispersed structure and inner-city zone size make it difficult to immediately spot patterns and
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Figure 4: Absolute segregation contribution 2017: each DeSo zone’s arriving PT
passenger mix contribution to the absolute segregation index level
inspect effects in Figure 5. In addition, the zone sizes have an impact on the impression of segregation levels, even though it does not indicate the number of passengers affected. In the city center,
few sharply increased segregation zones can be detected, accompanied by strong decreasing and
slightly to not decreasing segregation levels. Urban zones with segregation reductions outnumber
the ones with rises for 2018.

Figure 5: Segregation changes 2017-2018 - Change of each DeSo zone’s arriving PT
passenger mix contribution to the segregation index level. Decreasing levels indicate
less segregation contribution
For both 2018, as well as in the 2020 comparison to 2017 (not shown here), there are more zones
where less segregation is experienced than zones that experienced an increase in segregation. Even
though for both years there are some zones which experienced an increase in segregation (shown
in dark red). The overall change in 2020 is about 25% less compared to 2018 changes which
matches the overall fallback trend mentioned earlier.
Weighted differences between the years’ weekly average index allow drawing conclusions on the
segregation development. For the Stockholm case, the segregation index suggests less activity-
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based segregation in the years after 2017, especially in the city center. These effects potentially
relate to the enhanced public transport system due the opening of a new commuter train infrastructure and frequency increase after the "Citybanan" tunnel opening in July 2017.
City center inbound PT passengers are found to be more income-diverse in 2018 and 2020 than
in 2017, while outbound passengers towards the suburbs have more and more uniform income
backgrounds, especially when traveling to commuter train stations. Both stronger increasing and
decreasing effects are indicated for the northwest and southwest corridors. Increasing segregation
levels in these suburban and peri-urban zones could be linked to general trends of urbanization and
gentrification, as well as PT dependency and the transport disadvantage of low-income groups.
Main limitation of this study are the unrevealed direct causal effects as well as only assessing PT
travel patterns. In addition, the assumptions made about the homogeneity of groups in an area
could lead to inadequacies in capturing the precise social composition.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate how connecting mobility data to social data could potentially lead to a more
detailed understanding of social segregation and examine segregation developments in relation
to transport or policy changes. Daily or weekly segregation levels help evaluate overall levels
and trends. Weighted segregation levels are suitable for analyses in which the relation of zone
segregation plays a role. The absolute segregation contribution should be used for detailed, zonal
assessment. Particularly for urban planners and policymakers, it could be of interest to measure
social segregation effects and assess the impacts of various interventions. In addition, the index
format facilitates comparisons of segregation levels with other cities and regions.
The results help evaluating the segregation situation in Stockholm and at the same time raise the
question of why segregation - as measured in terms of the diversity of income mix-up at travel
destinations in this study - is appearing more or less in certain areas. By disentangling what led to
change in segregation levels, it could be assessed whether direct effects can be linked to specific
changes. Further, segregation effects might be incorporated into a multi-criteria policy analysis
and investment assessment.
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